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EveEve Duncans mission in life is to bring
closure to the families who have
experienced the agony of a missing child.
As a forensic sculptor, she is able to piece
together bones, create a face, and match a
name to a child who would have otherwise
gone unidentified. Eve is brilliant, driven,
and tormented?because her own daughter,
Bonnie, was taken from her years ago.
Now, with the help of CIA agent Catherine
Ling, a startling piece of evidence is
uncovered in the quest to find Bonnie,
leading to a connection that had been all
but buried.Catherine challenges Eve with a
name: John Gallo, a man from Eves own
past, seemingly raised from the dead,
whose whereabouts are unknown. Could
Gallo be the missing piece to the puzzle
that has haunted Eve for years? Why was
he in Atlanta just before Bonnies
disappearance? And what kind of darkness
was he hiding? With a brilliant narrative
that exposes Eve Duncans early life,
exploring her history and motivations like
no other novel before, Eve reveals
long-guarded secrets and is guaranteed to
keep Johansen fans holding their breath for
more.QuinnAs a former Navy SEAL
turned cop, Joe Quinn has seen the face of
evil and knows just how deadly it can be.
When he first met Eve Duncan, he never
expected to fall in love with a woman
whose life would be defined by her dual
desires to bring home her missing daughter
and discover the truth behind her
disappearance?no matter how devastating.
With the help of CIA agent Catherine Ling,
they make a shocking discovery that sheds
new light on young Bonnies abduction and
puts Quinn squarely in the crosshairs of
danger. Eves first love, John Gallo, a
soldier supposedly killed in the line of
duty, is very much alive?and very much a
threat.Emotionally charged, with one shock
after another, Quinn reveals the electricity
of Joe and Eves first connection, and how
they fell in love in the midst of haunting
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tragedy. As their search takes them deeper
and deeper into a web of murder and
madness, Joe and Eve must confront their
most primal fearsand test their resolve to
uncover the ultimate bone-chilling
truth.BonnieWhen Eve Duncan gave birth
to her daughter, she experienced a love she
never knew existed. Nothing would stand
in the way of giving Bonnie a wonderful
life?until the unthinkable happened and the
seven-year-old vanished into thin air. Eve
found herself in the throes of a nightmare
from which there was no escape. But a new
Eve emerged: a woman who would use her
remarkable talent as a forensic sculptor to
help others find closure in the face of
tragedy. Now with the help of her beloved
Joe Quinn and CIA agent Catherine Ling,
Eve has come closer than ever to the truth.
But the deeper she digs, the more she
realizes that Bonnies father is a key player
in solving this monstrous puzzle. And that
Bonnies disappearance was not as random
as everyone had always believed.
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Eve Quinn Bonnie Trilogy by Iris Johansen - Goodreads Bonnie - A Novel ebook by Iris Johansen Book 14. Sleep No
More - An Eve Duncan Novel ebook by Iris Johansen Book 15. Taking Eve - An Eve Duncan Novel Buy Bonnie (Eve
Duncan Forensics Thrillers) Reprint by Iris Johansen (ISBN: 9780312651282) from Note: This item is eligible for click
and collect. .. Dont miss the other novels in THIS SERIES. EVE. QUINN. See all Product description Macmillan:
Series: Eve Duncan Eve, Quinn and Bonnie Trilogy (Eve, Quinn and Bonnie) by Iris Johansen - book cover, captivated
millions of readers with her fast-paced forensics thrillers featuring heroine Eve Duncan. Title: Iris Johansen Collection: Eve, Quinn, Bonnie Iris Johansen Hunting Eve and Silencing Eve 2-in-1 Collection Buy Iris Johansen Collection: Eve, Quinn, Bonnie (Eve Duncan) Abridged edition by Iris Johansen, Jennifer Vandyck (ISBN:
9781480506251) from Amazons Bonnie (Eve Duncan Series #14) by Iris Johansen, Paperback Eve Eve Duncans
mission in life is to bring closure to the families who have experienced the agony of a missing child. As a forensic
sculptor, Eve, Quinn and Bonnie Trilogy (Eve, Quinn and Bonnie) by Iris Eve (Eve Duncan Forensics Thrillers) [Iris
Johansen] on . *FREE* Eve lived up to my expectations and I cant wait to read Quinn and Bonnie!! Eve (Eve Duncan
Forensics Thrillers): Iris Johansen: The NOOK Book (eBook) of the Eve Quinn Bonnie Trilogy: 3 Book Bundle: The
Criterion Collection . New York Times bestselling author Iris Johansen has captivated Forensic sculptor Eve Duncans
mission in life is to bring closure to the families who have experienced the agony of a missing child. Iris Johansen 2011
Eve Duncan Trilogy Iris Johansen - Collection: Eve, Quinn, Bonnie [Iris Johansen, Jennifer VanDyck] on . *FREE*
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shipping on qualifying offers. Eve Eve Duncans Eve Quinn Bonnie Trilogy: 3 Book Bundle: Eve, Quinn, Bonnie by Iris
Iris Johansen is the New York Times bestselling author of Chasing the Night, Blood Game, Eve, Play by Iris JohansenBook Trailer Bonnie EVE by Iris Johansen QUINN by Iris Johansen Shattered Mirror, a new explosive thriller featuring
forensic sculptor Eve Duncan. . An Eve Duncan Collection From Iris Johansen
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